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Preface

Welcome to the user manual for Octoparse. We value you as a user and we want to help you
increase your web-scraping speed and productivity. We have put years of effort into designing
and developing Octoparse. The content of this manual is suited for both beginners and advanced
users.
We have designed this comprehensive and printable user guide to help you get started quickly
with Octoparse, and then learn the advanced features so that you can get your job done more
efficiently.
For people who have web data extraction need, Octoparse is a free, easy-to-use but powerful
client-side data extraction software that can be a great help in simplifying the web-scraping
process, increasing your efficiency, optimizing the performance. You can use it to turn 99%
websites into structured tables of data without having to use code.
We are glad to help and make our product even better for you. If you find any missing feature or
you have any questions or Ideas concerning the contents of this manual, feel free to contact us at
support@octoparse.com

Links and resources
Website:
Facebook:
Youtube:
Twitter:

http://www.octoparse.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Octoparse/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCweDWm1QY2G67SDAKX7nreg
https://twitter.com/Octoparse

(Note: If you're new to Octoparse, download the User Guide. These printable manuals have
info and tips to help you get the most from Octoparse)

Installation & Log in

You can download the software and install it on your computer.
If you don't have an account yet, sign up at www. octoparse.com and then log in.

Requirments:

Our software requires Windows System. It's not available for MAC.

( Login to Octoparse)

1. Introduction
1.1 . Why use Octoparse
Octoparse is a modern visual web data extraction software. Both experienced and inexperienced
users would find it easy to use Octoparse to bulk extract information from websites, for most of
scraping tasks no coding needed. Octoparse makes it easier and faster for you to get data from
the web without having you to code. It will automatically extract content from almost any
website and allows you to save it as clean structured data in a format of your choice. You can also
turn any data into custom APIs. Now you don't have to hire tons of interns to copy and paste
manually. You just need to make the rule for collecting data and Octoparse will do the rest.
. Point and Click Interface
Simply point and click web elements, and Octoparse will identify all the data in a pattern and
extracts any web data automatically. No coding required for most websites.
. Deal with almost all the websites - dynamic or static
. Extract text, image URLs, links, HTML, etc.
. Scrape category: a list/grid of links with similar structure
. Extract sites/contents loaded with Ajax, JavaScript and etc.
. Crawl websites with infinite scrolling
. Pagination
. Extract data behind login.

. Get data behind dropdown menus
. Capture data from search results pages
. Extract data from sites precisely
. XPath generator (Automatically)
. XPath: XPath tool (Manually)
. RegEx: Built-in regular expression tool
. Store or save your data
. API
. Data file: CSV, Excel, HTML, Text
. Database: My SQL, SQL Server, Oracle
. Cloud Service (Paid editions)
. Bulk extract data using cloud servers 24/7
. Extract and store your data in the cloud with high speed
. Automatic IP rotation: Avoiding IP being blacklisted.
. Schedule your data extraction

1.2. Basic concepts
1.2.1. What is web scraping?

Web scraping (also termed web data extraction, screen scraping, or web harvesting) is a
computer software technique of extracting data from websites, and turning the unstructured
data on the web into structured formats that can be stored on your computer or in the cloud
platform.
Usually, data available on the Internet is only readable with a web browser, and has little or no
structure. Almost all the websites do not provide users with the functionality to save a copy of
the data displayed on the web. The only option is human' s manual copy-and-paste action. No
doubt that it will be time-consuming and boring to manually capture and separate this kind of
data you want exactly. Fortunately, the web scraping technique can execute the process
automatically and organize them very well in minutes, instead of manually coping the data from
websites.
Web scraping has been widely used in various fields, such as news portals, blogs, forums,
e-commerce websites, social media, real estate, financial reports, etc. and the purposes of web
scraping are also various, including contact scraping, online price comparison, website change
detection, web data integration, weather data monitoring, research, etc.
Web scraping technique is usually implemented by web-scraping software tools. These tools
interact with websites in the same way as you do when using a web browser like Chrome. In
addition to display the data in a browser, web scrapers extract data from web pages and store

them to a local folder or database. Octoparse is a smart web scraper, the value of which is that
you can extract any web data easily and free, even collect a large amount of source data from
some very complicated websites.

1.2.2. XPath
The selection XPath is one of the vital techniques while extracting data from web pages. XPath,
the XML Path Language, is a query language for selecting nodes from an XML document. It's
often referred to simply as "XPath" and used to navigate through elements and attributes in XML
documents and HTML documents which are recognized as non-standard XML format documents.
XPath is commonly used to navigate through elements and attributes in web pages, which are
HTML documents in nature. XPath uses path expressions to select nodes. You can precisely locate
the elements in the web pages if you know XPath syntax.
You can locate web elements in popular web browsers by using their tools.
Google Chrome:
Users can directly use its developer tool, which comes bundled with Chrome, to identify and
locate elements on the web pages. Visit a website in Google Chrome and press F12 to launch the
tool. The screen shot below shows the Elements panel of the Developer Tools interface and the
inspect element feature. Navigate to the Element tab, right-click web elements and choose to
copy XPath.

Mozilla Firefox:

FireBug, one of most popular Firefox add-ons, is used to easily look up the HTML/SCC of any web
element so that makes it easy to debug and develop webpages. And FirePath is a FireBug
extension that used to edit, inspect and generate XPath. Visit a website in Mozilla Firefox and
press FireBug button to launch the tool. The screen shot below shows the Elements panel and
the inspect element feature. Navigate to the FirePath tab, click the Inspector button, choose the
content displayed on the web page and you will get the Xpath in the XPath bar.

Octoparse provides an XPath tool for HTML documents so that we can use XPath to locate data
on web page precisely.

1.2.3. Regular Expressions

A regular expression is a sequence of characters that define a search pattern, mainly for use in
pattern matching with strings(or string matching) and "find and replace"-like operations on text.
Octoparse generates XPath of some web elements and collect the content on the web page. You
may want to extract some text of the content extracted. For example, Octoparse extracts "Rating
star: 5.0" and you just want the rating star number "5.0". In this case you can use Octoparse
RegEx tool to extract the number. You can also use it to help you write and test the regular
expressions generated.

There are many tutorials that teach you how to write regular expressions and many regular
expression testers available online.

1.2.4. AJAX ( Asynchronous JavaScript and XML)
AJAX stands for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is is a set of web development techniques that
allows a webpage to update portions of contents without having to refresh the page.
AJAX is a technique for creating fast and dynamic web pages. It allows web pages to be updated
asynchronously by exchanging small amounts of data with the server behind the scenes. This
means that it is possible to update parts of a web page, without reloading the whole page. Classic
web pages, (which do not use AJAX) must reload the entire page if the content should change.
Websites like Google Maps, Gumtree, Facebook, Gmail are using AJAX technique. Scraping
websites which use AJAX technique, for example loading content with a "Load More" button,
infinite scrolling, can sometimes be tricky. In this case the easiest and the best way to scrape
AJAX driven websites is by using Octoparse. You don't need to know much about Ajax to extract
data.

1.2.5. HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)
HTML, as in Hypertext Markup Language is the basic programming language that is used to create
web pages. Almost every single web page that you see is programmed in one way or other using
HTML.
Within the HTML web page, there' re two parts: the head and the body. The head is where you
put all the information that may be relevant to the rest of the web page. The title is the title that

you can see on the top of the web page. In the head, you can put things like title for the page.

Websites are usually written using HTML, which means that each web page is a structured
document. When people look at the web and see data, it's just a webpage. It's trapped inside the
HTML of the page. If you can release it, the impact will be huge. Now Octoparse enables you to
pull data you want from websites written by HTML. The easiest way for non-developers to scrape
HTML is to use a HTML scraping tool. Octoparse is are designed to extract and manipulate HTML
document.

1.2.6. API
API, short for Application Programming Interface is a set of routine definitions, protocols, and
tools for building software and applications. An API may be for a web-based system, operating
system, database system, computer hardware, or software library. An API specification can take
many forms, but often include specifications for routines, data structures, object classes,
variables, or remote calls. POSIX, Microsoft Windows API, the C++ Standard Template Library, and
Java APIs are examples of different forms of APIs.
To be clear, an API is the messenger that takes requests and tells the computer system what you
want to do and then returns the response back to you.
Think of an API as a waiter in a restaurant. Imagine you're sitting at the table with a menu of
choices to order from. And the kitchen is the part of the system which will prepare your order.
But what is missing here is the a critical link to communicate your order to the kitchen and
deliver your food back to the table. That is where the waiter or API comes in.

There are many different types of APIs for operating systems, applications or websites. Windows,
for example, has many API sets that are used by system hardware and applications — when you
copy and paste text from one application to another, it is the API that allows that to work. Today
you can create your own APIs by using Octoparse.

1.2.7. Web Cookie
A web cookie (also called HTTP cookie, browser cookie or tracking cookie) is a small piece of text
files that stored in the user's web browser by the website which the user is browsing. When a
user visits a website, web servers can not figure out whether the HTTP requests are sent by the
same web browser. In this case, additional data is added to the HTTP requests and send to web
servers. Generally, cookies contain little amount of information which is often used to remember
user's ID information, the browsing activities of the user on a site or other pieces of information
such as names, account information, addresses, phone/card numbers, etc. Other kinds of cookies
like authentication cookies are also very commonly used. The security of an authentication
cookie generally depends on the security of the issuing website and the user's web browser, and
on whether the cookie data is encrypted. Security vulnerabilities may allow a cookie's data to be
read by a hacker, used to gain access to user data, or used to gain access to the website to which
the cookie belongs.
Octoparse enables you to save the cookies of the current webpage thus you don't need to log in
again when you return to the website or webpage.

2. Get Started
2.1. Octoparse Basics
2.1.1. User Interface
. Operation Panel (Start Interface)

Currently Octoparse has two modes in the Operation panel: the Wizard mode and the Advanced
mode. In the Operation panel, you can choose one of these two modes to start an extraction
task.
. Wizard mode is more suitable for beginners. You can grab data from simple web pages by just
following the instructions step by step to configure your own task.
. Advanced mode is most commonly used. With advanced mode, you can easily deal with any
complex page structures by more powerful features like scheduling feature and cloud servers.
. There are four types of web pages in the learning section of each mode. Before building your
very first task, you can click one of these to learn a little bit.

. Navigation Panel

Use the Navigation panel to quickly find and open your tasks. In the Navigation panel, you can
quickly start a task, manage all the task and check the task status.

. Complete Basic Information

Give your task a name. Save it to a category.
Enter any additional notes for the task.

. Operation Panel (Design Workflow)

In this Operation Panel, you can start to configure a rule for your task.
Octoparse has a built-in browser that allows you to open the website you plan to crawl. There are
many different action icons list on the left hand side of the Workflow Designer. You can see each
action of the rule in the Workflow Designer. These icons are different actions that you may use to
configure a task.

. Extraction Options

You can choose not to load images to speed up the extraction. But sometimes may cause
problems on certain websites.

. Extraction Options (Done)

Once the Task is completed, you can choose the Local extraction to run the task on your
computer/choose Cloud Extraction to run the task in the cloud/create API.

. Data Extraction Panel (Local Extraction)

The data extracted will be showed in the data extracted pane. You can also see the configured
rule of the task. You can also check out the built-in browser to see if the task runs as expected.
Then export the results to Excel files, or other formats and save the file to the computer.

. Data Extraction Panel (Cloud Extraction)

This is the Cloud Extraction screen. When you choose Cloud Extraction, Octoparse would
automatically extract any data you want with high speed and productivity. Cloud Extraction
means data extraction tasks running in the cloud. You need to configure a rule and upload it to
our cloud platform. Then your task will be reasonably assigned to one or several cloud servers to
extract data simultaneously via central control commands.
. Workflow Designer ( Extraction Rule)

Octoparse has a visual workflow designer to show how the rule is created.
Rule: Extraction rule is one of the most important features of Octoparse. The rule configured
would tell Octoparse: which website is to be open; where is the data you plan to crawl; what kind
of data you want, etc.
You do not need to write any code in Octoparse. Just tell Octoparse what you want it to do by
dragging actions into the workflow designer and selecting options to optimize the process.
. Tasks Manager

You can manage all the task you create in the Navigation Panel. Right click one of you task and
choose one option in the pop-up menu.

2.1.2. Two Modes in Octoparse
. Wizard Mode

Wizard mode is more suitable for beginners. You can grab data from simple web pages by just
following the instructions step by step to configure your own task.

. Advanced Mode

Advanced mode is the most commonly used. With advanced mode, you can easily deal with any
complex page structures by more powerful features like scheduling feature and cloud servers.

3. Build Your First Task
Step 1. Open the website
First, open the website you plan to crawl in the built-in browser. ➜ Click "Go" button to open the
webpage.

Step 2. Pagination
Scroll down the page to the button. ➜ Click "Next" button. ➜ Select "Loop click the element"
under Advanced options.

Now the pagination action has been created.

Step 3. Create a list of items

Next, create a list of items to navigate to the detail page.

Select the first title that links to the detail page to create a list of items. ➜ Select "Create a list
of items" ➜ Select " Add current item to the list". ➜ Select " Continue to edit the list."

Then select the second title. ➜ Select "Add current item to the list". ➜ Select "Finish creating
list." ➜ Click "Loop" to process the list.

Now it will navigate to the detail page every time it does the "Loop Item" action.

Step 4. Extract Data
Now you are on the detail page. Start extracting data by clicking on the data you want. ➜ Select
"Extract text".

After selecting "Extract text", the data you choose will be shown in these fields. ➜ You can
change the field name here.

Next, drag the second "Loop item" before the "Click to paginate" action. ➜ Click "Save".

Now you are done configuring extraction rule.
(Note: You can choose not to load image to speed up the extraction. But sometimes you may
cause problems on certain websites.) Then click "Next".

Step 5. Run your task
Choose "Local Extraction" to run the task on your computer.

The data extracted will be shown in the data extracted pane.

Then export the results to Excel files, or other formats and save the file to the computer.

Or choose "Cloud Extraction" to run the task in the cloud platform.

You can see the progress of the task.

Now you've learned how to build your first task.

4. Task Actions in Workflow Designer

4.1.

Open a webpage

Directly enter the URL in the address bar of the built-in browser and click "Go", then the "Open a
webpage" action will be automatically created.
Or you can drag an "Open a webpage" action, drop it into Workflow Designer, enter the URL in
the "Page URL" textbox and click "Save" to open the target website/webpage.

. Advanced Options

. Action Cation: The name of the action

. Timeout: Set up the maximum time to load the page.

. Block Pop-up : Block pop-up windows (Possible ads)

. Use Loop URL: Use the current loop items as navigation URLs. When you choose this option, you
will see a pop-up window saying it' s available only when the current step is the first sub-step of
Loop item.

. Scroll Down: Scroll down to the bottom of the page when finished loading. You can choose the
scroll-down interval time and scroll to the end of the page/ scroll down for one screen. (Usually
used for websites with infinite scrolling.)

. Cache Settings.

Clear Cache: Choose this option to clear cache before opening the web page.

Customize Cookie: Choose this option to use specified cookie.
Cookie: Click "Load cookie from current web page", then click anywhere in the blank space of
"Cookie" textbox. And the cookies of the current web page will be shown in the drop down
menu.
. Retry in following conditions: You can retry to load the website in following conditions.

When you open a URL in Octoparse, you can choose to reload the website when one of the
following situations appear:
1. The URL you entered would redirects to a different URL and the result page is not that you
want.
In this case, you can enter some strings of the different web page/URL into the "the URL of the
result page contains" textbox to reload the website.
2. The result web page would contain some content that may prevent you from visiting the site
the first time you open it. For example, you'll be asked to login or register when you first visit
certain sites. But you can visit the site normally when you reload it.
In this case, you can enter some content shown in the result page into the "the content of the
result page includes" textbox to reload the website.
3. The result web page doesn't include the content you want.
In this case, just enter the content that should be shown in the result page into the "the content
of the result page does not include" textbox to reload the website.
You can choose the maximum reload times from the drop down list and refresh the web page
after specific time interval.

4.2.

Click Item/Click to paginate

Click any web element on the web page in the built-in browser, and
1. choose "Click an item" in the pop-up window. The "Click Item" action will be created in the
workflow automatically.
2. Choose "Loop click the element" in the pop-up window. The "Click to paginate" action along
with the "Loop" action will be created in the workflow automatically.
Or drag a "Click Item" action and drop it into Workflow Designer to click an element on the
webpage.

Advanced Options
. Action Caption: The name of the action

. Wait before execution: Choose the time you wait to wait before executing this action, or execute
the action only when the element appears. In this case you can enter the XPath of the element
into " or wait until specific element appears" textbox.

. Use Loop: Click Loop items.

. New Tab: Open link in new tab by default.

. Scroll Down: Scroll down to the bottom of the page when finished loading. You can set how
many times you want to scroll the web page, the scroll down time interval and the way to scroll
(either scroll to the bottom of the page or scroll down one full screen). Usually it's used for a web
page with infinite scrolling.

. Ajax Load: Choose this option when the website/webpage is loaded with AJAX and set up AJAX
timeout.

. Page Acceleration: Choose this option to optimize non-ajax page.

. Locate an anchor: Choose this option to relocate the anchor when finished loading.

4.3.

Extract Data

Click any web element on the web page in the built-in browser, and choose "Extract Text",
"Extract inner HTML" or "Extract Outer HTML" in the pop-up window. (Note: When you extract
data on the web page, "Extract Data" action will be created automatically.)

Or drag an "Extract Data" action and drop it into Workflow Designer to extract data on the
webpage.

. Define Fields: The data you choose to extract will be shown in these fields.
You can rename the field and select options from the drop down list if the item is not found on
the web page.

Add or delete fields.
Move up or down the fields.
Customize field. After you click this icon, there are four options to deal with the extracted
field.

1. Define data extracted
. Extract from web page content

We choose to extract the text of the item by default. You can select to choose the inner/outer
HTML which include the page source code, text with format and image. Beside you can extract
specified attribute of the item and choose the attribute type from the drop donw list - id, class,
item prop, style, and etc.
. Extract from browser window

You can choose to extract the URL address and title of the current web page.

Octoparse enables you to extract text from HTML source code. You can enter regular expressions
into the textbox directly or use our XPath and RegEx tools.
1) Open XPath tool and RegEx tool on the top left corner;
2) Copy the HTML source code and paste to the "Source Text" textbox of RegEx Tool window.
3) Copy the regular expression generated and paste to the "Regular Expression" textbox.
The match result will be shown in the sample value box.

. Extract additional values

You can assign a fixed value to this item/field - enter a value into the textbox. And you can also
extract the date and time when you extract the item.
The sample value will be shown in the box.
2. Define ways to locate an item

For a field, you can choose to locate the item by selecting the options Octoparse provided.
Different options you chosen would generate different XPath expressions which are shown in the
"Matching XPath" textbox.

If an item is not found on the web page, you can choose to following options:
. The "Try Backup Position" option:
If the item you choose has 2 locations within the website, you can tick this option to position
the item. After you select this option, you need to click the other location of this item in the
built-in browser and choose the "Set as Backup position of current item" in the pop-up window.
And the XPath of the other location of this item will generated automatically in the "Try Backup
Position" option.

. Leave the field blank
. Leave the row blank
. Assign a fixed value to the field. Enter the fixed value into the text box.
3. Re-format extracted data
4. Customize data conglomeration
. Action Caption: The name of the action

. Wait before / Wait until specific element appears: Choose the time you want to wait before
executing this action, or execute the action only when a specific element appears. In this case
you can enter the XPath of the element into " or wait until specific element appears" textbox.

4.4.

Enter Text

Drag an "Enter Text" action and drop it into Workflow Designer to enter text in the textbox on the
webpage. (Note: When you input words in the textbox(Search bar/Login textbox) on the webpage

by choosing the textbox and selecting "enter text value, "Enter Text" action will be created
automatically.)

. Text to input: Type in the words you want to input in the textbox(Usually search bar/Login
textbox) on the webpage.

. Action Caption: The name of the action

. Wait before execution/Wait until specific element appears: Choose the time you wait to wait
before executing this action, or execute the action only when the element appears. In this case
you can enter the XPath of the element into " or wait until specific element appears" textbox.

. Loop Text: Loop to enter multiple words in the "Loop Item" to fill the textbox.(Usually used for
scraping data by searching multiple keywords on a website.)

4.5.

Switch Combo box

Drag an "Enter Text" action and drop it into Workflow Designer to enter text in the textbox on the
webpage. (Note: When you input words in the textbox(Search bar/Login textbox) on the webpage
by choosing the textbox and selecting "Enter text value", "Enter Text" action will be created
automatically.)

Action Caption: The name of the action

Wait before execution/wait until specific element appears: Choose the time you wait to wait
before executing this action, or execute the action only when the element appears. In this case
you can enter the XPath of the element into " or wait until specific element appears" textbox.

Use Loop:

Ajax Load: Choose this option when the website/webpage is loaded with AJAX and set up AJAX
timeout.

4.6.

Loop Item

Drag a "Loop Item" action drop it into Workflow Designer to cycle other actions. (e.g. If you drop
a "Click Item" into "Loop Item" action, it will keep doing the "Click Item" action.) (Note: When
you "create a list of item" to loop open webpages, "Loop Item" action will be automatically
created.)

. Loop Item List: Items to be Looped will be listed here. (e.g. Webpages)

. Action Caption: The name of the action

. Wait before execution/wait until specific element appears: Choose the time you wait to wait
before executing this action, or execute the action only when the element appears. In this case
you can enter the XPath of the element into " or wait until specific element appears" textbox.

. IFrame

. Loop Mode: Choose a Loop mode to cycle.

. List of URL: Loop open multiple webpages by entering multiple URLs.

. Quit loop when: When you want to quit the loop, open the "Quit loop when" and choose the
option "Execution times equals" and enter/choose the number of execution.

4.7.

Branch judgment (If-else)

Drag an "Branch judgment" action and drop it into Workflow Designer to execute different
actions based on different conditions. (Note: it will execute the action if a condition is true and
execute another action if that condition is false.)

. Action Caption: The name of the action

. Wait before execution/wait until specific element appears: Choose the time you wait to wait
before executing this action, or execute the action only when the element appears. In this case
you can enter the XPath of the element into " or wait until specific element appears" textbox.

4.8.

Cursor Over

Drag a "Cursor Over" action and drop it into Workflow Designer to hover the cursor over a
specific element.

. Item: The specific item hovered over.

. Action Caption: The name of the action

. Wait before execution/wait until specific element appears: Choose the time you wait to wait
before executing this action, or execute the action only when the element appears. In this case
you can enter the XPath of the element into " or wait until specific element appears" textbox.

. Use Loop

. Ajax Load: Choose this option when the website/webpage is loaded with AJAX and set up AJAX
timeout.

4.9.

End Loop

Drag an "End Loop" action and drop it into Workflow Designer to stop the "Loop Item" running.

4.10.

End Workflow

Drag an "End Workflow" action and drop it into Workflow Designer to stop the rule running.
(Note: There's already an "End Workflow" action in the Workflow Designer, and a "Start" action
as well.)

Note: When you configured a data extraction rule but failed to get the data you want, there must
be something wrong with the rule you made. It always happens especially when the site you
planed to crawl is very complicated and the data you want is too huge. In this case, you can check
the rule by clicking each action in order.

5. Run Your Task
5.1. Cloud Extraction (Cloud Service)
Cloud Extraction means data extraction tasks running in the cloud. You need to configure a rule
and upload it to our cloud platform. Then your task will be reasonably assigned to one or
multiple cloud servers to extract data simultaneously via central control commands. E.g. You have
configured a rule to extract data across pages ( 99 pages in total). Your tasks will be automatically
divided into three sections and evenly assigned to three cloud servers to extract data at the same
time. In this way, it will only take you one third of the time to extract data from 99% websites.

5.1.1. Cloud Extraction Interface

1. Cloud Extraction allows you to run multiple tasks in the cloud. If there are many tasks running
at the same time, use the search bar to find a specific task.

2. Cloud Extraction progress of each task.

3. Extraction options

4. For Cloud Extract

5. Check the Task Status

, Scheduling Cloud Extraction is allowed.

5.1.2. Avoid IP Being Blacklisted
Cloud Extraction can avoid various errors. You don't have to worry occasional network
interruption any more. When occasional network interruption occurs, cloud servers can resume
its work immediately as soon as the network connection is available again. Cloud Extraction
avoids IP being blacklisted. Cloud Extraction provides you with a huge number of IP addresses in
Professional Edition. Cloud Extraction resolves this issue effectively by assigning your tasks to
several cloud servers and speeding up the extraction speed.

5.2. Local Extraction

Local Extraction means running the task on your computer only. Location Extraction only allows
two tasks at most to run simultaneously.

Local Extraction Interface
5.2.1. Check out the built-in browser to see if the task runs as expected.

5.2.2. Check out the rule configured.

5.2.3. Extraction Options
. Display error messages during the extraction process.
. Disable the automatic loading of images to speed up the extraction.
. Use IP proxy
. Export the data extracted to your Database, Excel(2007), Excel(2003), TXT, HTML.

